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Business Need

Senior Design Project

Proposed Solution

Hardware

Stretch Goals

Special Recognition

● The Sun Tracker device will improve on a developing renewable energy 

source.

● Solar energy currently only accounts for four-tenths of a single percent (0.4%)

of the total energy consumed in the United States.

● Solar energy is very limited and being able to maximize the amount of

useable light solar arrays are able to collect is extremely important.

● Maximizing the exposure of the solar arrays within solar farms would be a

extensive increase in energy output and thus increase profitability.

● Current Solar Trackers on the market are costly and lack sufficient efficiency 

to justify the cost of the sun tracking device.

• The prototype device will be able to calculate Altitude and Azimuth angles 

of the Sun. Altitude angle is the angle from the horizon to the center of the 

sun, and Azimuth angle is the angle from due north to the center of the 

sun. 

• The device will calculate these values within 10° of accuracy. 

• The device will calculate these values at least once every 5 minutes to 

keep up with the movement of the sun.

• These values will be sent wirelessly using Thread Network Protocol to a 

cloud network, where they will then be sent out to all solar arrays for 

maximum efficiency.

• Device will be enclosed in a robust, waterproof case no larger than 

10”x10” with an aperture.

The NXP Sun Altitude- Azimuth Tracker will use the following

● FRDM-KW24D512 Development Board

● Quadrant Sensor

● Robust Case with Aperture

● Lens for Larger Field of View 
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Functional Description

Performance
Hardware Performance Parameters

Parameter Test Conditions Min Max Units How Tested

Microprocessor -Peripheral setup

-Thread Network connection

-Power supply connection

N/A N/A N/A -Run existing code from NXP weather station to prove Thread network connection

-Using test apparatus to simulate sun angles to determine if peripherals are 

reading the light being sent in

-Turning board on to prove that connection is established

Power Supply 

(Pack of AA Batteries)

Must be able to power microprocessor for 168 hours. 1.8 3.6 Volts Device will be turned on in a simulated environment to operate for 168 hours

Quadrant Sensor Must read the center of a light source being shined onto the sensor Shine light and known angles and predetermined centers and verify that center is 

where the sensor says it is

Lens Need to decide on lens type that the will take in light at a 165

degrees on all sides of the lens

Shine light at desired angle and determine if the beam of light is refracted into the 

quadrant sensor

Container Container needs to be able to allow light to interact with the quadrant

sensor while being both a size and shape

Software Performance Parameters

Function Description How Tested

Algorithm The code will read data collected by the quadrant sensor and by using trigonometry will determine

the necessary angles to determine the center of the sun at any time during the day. This process will

include a setup subroutine which will determine the direction of true north and that the device is

leveled

-The algorithm will first be tested in a computer using a simulation to predict the

sun’s angle based on the spot the light is hitting on the quadrant sensor.

-Implementation of algorithm on microprocessor will be tested using test apparatus

and testing and known angle to verify that algorithm is within 10° of accuracy

Calibration Using the Magnetometer on the KW24D512 there will be a subroutine that will run that will determine

the direction of true north so that the main programming code is aware of which direction it is facing.

In this subroutine the program will also check using the six axis sensor to determine if the device is

level

Have reading being sent from magnetometer to computer to determine where

north is and then use a compass to compare for accuracy

Connection to 

Thread Network

Design code to connect to Thread network in order to send data over network to centralized location Test code by sending weather data from NXP weather station to the network to

prove functionality

● Have the device be self-powered using  a small solar panel.

● Make the device capable for use in residential areas.

● Have the device turn on when sunlight first begins to rise, and turn off 

when sunlight is gone for the day.

SOFTWARE

Software in which the Sun Tracker will use is the following:

● Thread Network Protocol

● IAR System Compiler/Workbench

● Setup and Operation Code

● Algorithm

Use Cases

Initial Setup

1. User must place device in a open area where there is no optical disturbances such as 

other light sources, shadows, or rain which can affect the results of the sensors

2. User should connect batteries and turn on device using pushbuttons on microprocessor 

board

3. The device will perform a calibration subroutine once powered on

4. Allow for device to connect to the thread network (green light blinks)

5. Device should run automatically from this point on

Daily use

1. The device will be functioning throughout a 24 period with the capability to enter a low 

power mode during night time hours or when sensor is receiving zero voltage

2. When battery is running on low voltage, a signal will be sent through thread network to 

replace battery

FRDM-KW24D512 

Microprocessor Board

Quadrant Sensor Case with Aperture

Thread Network Protocol

IAR System Compiler/Workbench

Quadrant Sensor Spectral response at 23℃

Why this is a good Senior Design Project

● NXP is interested in demonstrating functionality of their products and

developments tools in various new areas and methods of use. This project

is a great opportunity to demonstrate this functionality.

● Students gain experience with integrating hardware components and 

software coding, as well as experience with Thread Network and IAR 

Embedded Workbench.

● Students gain experience in multiple specializations within electrical 

engineering and gain career experience with a successful company utilizing 

previous academic knowledge

Planned Work
Order Final Parts

Integrate all Hardware Components

Design Code and Algorithm for Microprocessor

Testing Assembly and Data Collection

Methods to improve accuracy and performance

Error Solution

Device is not 

reading any 

data

Check power supply to determine if powered

Determine if device is on

Check to see if tracking device is in optimal location for tracking the sun

Check sensor connection

Determine if light is reaching photo sensor but disconnecting from solar array and shining a 

bright light on sensor

Check to determine if connected to the Thread network

Check lens for damage or covering

Device is not 

predicting 

algorithm  

correctly

Check for latest update

Determine if magnetometer is connected properly or correct pins are being called for 

magnetometer

Check lens for damage

Check area of possible optical pollution

Determine if connected to network

Device 

doesn’t turn 

on

Check power supply for connection

Check power supply for voltage

Weather is 

not ideal

Device will inform the user that the conditions are not ideal and that data receive may not be 

accurate

Sensor will know nonideal conditions based on voltage reading from quadrant sensor

Eliminate 

noise

An average of the data collected will be calculated every 5 min with data point collected 

every 30 seconds. This will ensure that if a cloud or other obstructions are in the way at time 

of data collection that they will be averaged out with data received

The prototype device will use the NXP FRDM-KW24D512 Development Board for the microprocessor. The KW24D512’s MCU is a low-power, compact, high-performance control unit, containing a 2.4 GHz

radio transceiver and the ARM® Cortex®-M4 core system with connectivity and mixed-signal analog peripherals. The KW24D512 is also equipped with a 6-axis sensor with integrated linear accelerometer

and magnetometer which we plan to use to calibrate our system to find the angles of the sun. The FRDM-KW24D512 is enabled by software to support the Thread Network Protocol, which we plan to use to

securely transmit the data via a local gateway to a cloud server. The board is also able to support Kinetis Software Development Kit, which will be used to write our software. The prototype device will use a

quadrant sensor made up of four photodiode cells which are divided up into separate quadrants with individual connection pins. The quadrant sensor will be used with an aperture lens which allows light

from the sun to be projected onto the quadrant sensor. Depending on the position of the sun, the beam of light will be at a different location on the quadrant sensor, sending varied amount of voltage or

current. Utilizing the formulas shown below our algorithm will calculate the x and y position of the beam on the quadrant sensor. The algorithm will use the position of the beam on the quadrant sensor to

determine the position of the sun in the sky and then be able to determine the angular values with respect to altitude and azimuth. The values once calculated will be sent wirelessly to a cloud server via a

local gateway, using Thread Network Protocol. Thread is a simplified IPv6-based mesh networking protocol developed by industry leading technology companies for connecting products around the home to

each other, to the internet, and to the cloud. We will also use the IAR embedded workbench to write, edit, and compile our code for the microprocessor.


